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Abstract

In Part I, a highly monochromatic light source of the hydrogen
Lyman  line  z 1216 has been developed by means of the technique of an
expanded argon plasma-jet admixed with hydrogen.

This light source is

completely monochromatic, as far as the wavelength range from  z 1530 to
Moreover, the intensity of the Lyman  beam

1050 is concerned.

through a LiF window and a light guide is 210 1 5 quanta/cm 2 s at the
distance 10 cm from the LiF window.

These properties are superior to

those obtained by the conventional microwave-powered light source.
The simple structure of the spectrum and the intense emission of Lyman
 from the present light source have been discussed on the basis of the
second-kind collisions of the metastable argon with the atomic and
molecular hydrogen.
In

Part

II,

the

initial

rotational

population

distribution

of

OH(A z 2  z + ) produced by Lyman  photon impact on H 2 O has been
measured by the crossed-beam technique.

The light source employed is

of the plasma-jet type mentioned above, and it is highly monochromatic.
The result obtained tells that the population is negligibly small in the
lower rotational levels, and the overall distribution curve looks like an
asymmetric peak with a narrow halfwidth situated at K z '=17 to 22.
Measurements have also been made in the target-gas method.
However, these results are sensitive to the pressure of the target gas

1

in the fluorescence cell, and they are all different more or less from the
result obtained by the crossed-beam technique. Discussions about the
discrepancy have led to secondary productions of OH(A z 2  z + ) due to longlived species such as OH (X z 2  ), O( 1 D) and H( 2 S) because of their atrandom motions in the target gas.
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PART I

HIGHLY MONOCHROMATIC LYMAN ALPHA LIGHT SOURCE
OF PLASMA-JET TYPE

(1) Introduction
For spectroscopic studies on inelastic photon-molecule collisions,
it is required for one to have intense monochromatic light sources in the
vacuum ultraviolet region.

For instance, the hydrogen resonance line 

1216 is one of the most important solar emission lines and plays an
important role in the photon-molecule collisions in the upper atmosphere
and space.
The requirement for high intensity is dictated by the necessities
for detection and for high resolution spectroscopy of very weak light
signals emitted by collision products.

The requirement for purely

monochromatic light is necessary to define the excitation energy in
photon-molecule collision processes.
The

usual

way

to

get

monochromatic

light

is

to

use

a

monochromator in conjunction with a strong continuous light source.
However, the monochromator is impossible to offer enough intensity,
except when the continuum is especially strong, for instance, from SOR
(Synchrotron Orbital Radiation).

Filters for use in the vacuum

ultraviolet have not yet been well developed to satisfy the requirement
for single wavelength.

3

In 1962, Brewer and McGregor z 1 ) have found that the emission is
predominantly due to the hydrogen Balmer series when a small amount of
hydrogen is added to an expanded argon plasma-jet at 0.5 Torr.

Such an

intense emission of the Balmer series leads to an expectation that the
plasma-jet may be able to give an intense light source of the hydrogen
Lyman series in the vacuum ultraviolet.
The present author has made an attempt to utilize the expanded
plasma-jet admixed with hydrogen for an intense monochromatic light
source of Lyman   z 1216.

The purposes of the present work are as

follows; (1) to design an intense monochromatic light source of Lyman 
by means of the technique of an expanded plasma-jet,

(2) to study the

spectral characteristics of the source, and (3) to make clear the emission
mechanisms of the source.

(2) Apparatus

The light source apparatus designed for use in the present work
consists of a plasma-jet torch, a light source chamber and an exhausting
system, as schematically shown in Fig.1.

Argon gas passes through the

torch in which an arc is sustained between a tungsten rod (the cathode)
and a water-cooled copper nozzle (the anode).

The luminous argon

plasma thus produced is expanded through the nozzle into the light
source chamber.

The source chamber is evacuated steadily by an oil

rotary pump with an exhausting speed of 3000 l/min.
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Hydrogen is injected from four ports at the position of the nozzle
exit and diffuses into the expanded plasma-jet.

The source chamber is

made of stainless-steel and cooled by running water through a copper
pipe which is coiled around the chamber.

The source chamber has two

windows of a diameter 12 mm; a LiF window of thickness 1.5 mm and a
glass window, at 48 mm downstream from the nozzle exit. Transmittance
of the LiF window decreases gradually during operation of the light
source.

The original transmittance can be restored by annealing the LiF

crystal in the atmosphere of argon at 500 C for two hours

2,3).

The emission spectrum in the vacuum ultraviolet is taken with a 50 cm
radius Seya-Namioka type monochromator.

The detector is a sodium

salicylate-coated photomultiplier (HTV 1P21).

The grating has 600

grooves/mm with a ruled area 5130 mm 2 and is blazed at 1500 Å.
reciprocal linear dispersion is 33 Å/mm.

The

A slit-width of 40 m is used.

For the visible spectrum, a 30 cm glass-prism monochromator is used
The H  line 6563 is also measured

with a photomultiplier (HTV R136).

with an interference filter of half-width 30 Å.
measured by a swirl-type McLeod gauge.

The pressure of the gas is
The gas flow rates of argon

and hydrogen are measured by float-type flow meters.
Absolute intensity measurements of the light source have been
made with a thermal detector similar to the Coblentz radiometer z 4 , 5 ) .

A

flux of the monochromatic light coming out of the LiF window is
condensed by a light guide on the front surface of the detector, as shown
in Fig.1.

The light guide is a truncated pyramid in shape, where the
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entrance area is 2020 mm 2 , the exit area 1010 mm 2 , the length 65 mm,
and inner surface is evaporated with aluminium and coated with MgF 2 .
The front surface of the detector is 117 mm 2 in area and coated with a
carbon thin film of which resistance is 25 k.
As will soon be seen in the next section, the present light source
exhibits no other emission than Lyman  below  z 1530.

The thermal

detector employed may absorb the Lyman  light perfectly.

The CH 4 gas

absorbs any radiation below  z 1500, too

6).

Then, the intensity of Lyman

 from the present source can be determined by comparing the radiant
energies recieved by the detector with and without introducing CH 4 gas
into the observation chamber.
measured

with

the

vacuum

The partial pressure of CH 4 can be
ultraviolet

monochromator z 6 ) .

The

observation chamber is always filled up with helium at 3 Torr, so that the
thermal condition of the detector is not affected by CH 4 introduced.

(3) Experiments

As shown in Fig.2, the visible spectrum of the expanded plasma-jet
is changed drastically by adding hydrogen.

With increase in hydrogen

flow rate Q H 2 , the Ar I lines are quenched and the hydrogen Balmer series
become dominant in the spectrum.

At the same time, the expanded

plasma-jet changes in color from pink to scarlet.
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On the other hand, it is well-known that a large amount of
metastable argon is contained in the expanded plasma-jet and the
emission of Ar I lines arises predominantly as a result of collisional
excitation of metastable argon by electron

1,7–9).

Therefore, Fig.2

suggests that the second-kind collision of metastable argon with admixed
hydrogen results in the emission of the Balmer series.
Absorption of Ar I line  z 6965 by metastable argon can be
measured with increasing Q H 2 .

For that, a capillary discharge lamp of

argon is used as an external source z 1 0 – 1 3 ) .

Unfortunately, the measured

fractional absorption gives no more than the qualitative measure of the
metastable argon density, for lack of the knowledge about the line profile.
The experimental result is shown in comparison with the emission
intensities of Ar I and H  , in Fig.3.
Variations of the line intensities of Ar I  z 4159, H  and Lyman 
with Q H 2 are shown for different argon flow rates Q A r , in Fig.4.
intensity of Ar I decreases exponentially with increase in Q H 2 .

The

Since the

metastable argon density [Ar m ] is proportional to the intensity of Ar I,
the following equation holds,
[Ar m ] = [Ar m ] 0 exp(  Q H 2 ),

(1)

where [Ar m ] 0 denotes the metastable argon density at Q H 2 = 0.
parameter  becomes smaller with increase in Q A r .

The

It may be the reason

why  depends on Q A r that diffusion of hydrogen slows down with
increase in Q A r .

7

Supposing

the

hydrogen

atom

is

excited

by

the

second-kind

collision as mentioned above, then the intensities of both H  and Lyman 
may be proportional to the product [H][Ar m ], where [H] denotes the
atomic hydrogen density.

It may be confirmed qualitatively in Fig.4,

since [H] may increase linearly with increasing Q H 2 .
Moreover, the intensities of Lyman  and H  depend on Q H 2 in
somewhat different ways in Fig.4.

Such a difference can be seen more

clearly in the dependence of these intensities upon the arc current of the
torch, as shown in Fig.5.

The intensity of Lyman  is approximately in

proportion to the square root of the arc current.

On the other hand, the

intensity of H  increases linearly with the arc current.

This difference

may be due to the self-absorption effect of Lyman , because the Lyman 
resonance line is highly absorbed by the hydrogen atom in the ground
state.

It may be expected that dissociation of admixed hydrogen

becomes more efficient with increase in the input power of the plasma-jet
torch.
The optimum conditions for operation of the expanded plasma-jet
as the intense monochromatic source of Lyman  can be determined on
the basis of the preceding results.
source must also be considered.

In that case, stable operation of the
The best conditions are as follows: arc

current 200 A, arc voltage 20 V, arc input power 4 kW, Q A r 15 l/min, Q H 2
0.5 l/min and source chamber pressure 4.5 Torr.
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The vacuum ultraviolet spectrum obtained under these conditions
is shown in Fig.6.
LiF window.

The radiation shorter than  z 1050 is absorbed by the

The intense emission of Lyman  and the weak emission

around 1600 are observed. The latter emission is attributed in part to
the Lyman bands of H 2

14).

It is found that the intensity of the

background continuous emission around the Lyman  line is negligible
and no impurity lines exist.

Therefore, this Lyman  source is

completely monochromatic, as far as the wavelength range from 1530 to
1050 is concerned.
The conventional method for absolute intensity measurements of
Lyman  makes use of photoionization of NO z 1 5 ) .

However, in the

present work the radiant energy through the light guide is measured by
means of the thermal detector.

Typically, a total radiant energy is 4.5

mW in the absence of CH 4 , while a radiant energy absorbed by CH 4 at
0.17 Torr is 1.3 mW.

These data lead to the following radiant energy or

intensity of the Lyman  beam at the distance 10 cm from the LiF
window; 3 mW/cm 2 or 210 1 5 quanta/cm 2 s.

(4) Emission Mechanisms

It is well-known that some atoms and molecules are selectively
excited by the second-kind collision with metastable atoms

9–11,16–18).

In

the present light source, hydrogen atoms are expected to be excited in the

9

same way, because the metastable argon atom is rich in the expanded
plasma-jet.
The energy levels of the argon atom whose excitation energy is less
than 14.7 eV are shown in Fig.7 z 1 9 ) .
11.72

eV,

respectively)

of

the

The 3 P 2 and 3 P 0 levels (11.55 and

electron

configuration

metastable levels whose optical transition to the

1S

0

(3p) 5 (4s)

are

ground state is

forbidden, and the atoms in these levels are known as the metastable
argon.
the

1S

times

On the other hand, the transition from the 3 P 1 and 1 P 1 levels to
0

ground state is allowed

and these levels have very short life-

20).

Among the various species produced by arc discharge in the torch,
the metastable argon is conserved in the expanded plasma-jet due to its
long life-time z 2 1 ) .

Conversely, ions and electrons recombine rapidly

because of the drop of the plasma temperature after expansion, and their
densities decrease considerably in the expanded plasma-jet z 2 2 , 2 3 ) .

The

electron temperature of about 4000 K has been obtained by Watson et al.
22)

in an expanded plasma-jet, which is similar to the present one.

In

spite of such a low electron temperature, the expanded plasma-jet
radiates intensely the Ar I lines from the (3p) 5 (4p) and (3p) 5 (5p) states,
whose excitation energies are 12.91 to 14.74 eV.

It may be expected

that these excited states are densely populated by electron impact, as
follows

1,7–9),
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Ar m + e   Ar(3p 5 4p, 3p 5 5p) + e  ,
where the necessary energies are 1.2 to 3.1 eV.

(2)
This is confirmed by the

fact that the intensity of Ar z I changes in parallel with the metastable
argon density as shown in Fig.3.

Similarly, ionization may also be

possible, because the stepwise ionization from the metastable argon needs
only about 4 eV.

Therefore, it seems that the highly excited atoms and

ions can be produced by the stepwise excitation and ionization from the
metastable argon in the expanded plasma-jet.
When admixed hydrogen diffuses into the expanded argon plasmajet, a fairly large percentage of H 2 will be dissociated into H because of
the small dissociation energy of H 2 (4.47 eV).

The dissociation takes

place thermally and by electron collision;
H 2 (X 1  g + )  2H(n=1),

(3)

H 2 (X 1  g + ) + e   2H(n=l) + e  ,

(4)

and

respectively, where n denotes the principal quantum number. In addition,
excitation of the H 2 molecule from the ground state to the first excited
state leads to dissociation, because the latter is repulsive.
When both H 2 and H exist in the expanded plasma-jet, the
deactivation processes of the metastable argon are as follows;
Ar m

+ H(n=1) 

Ar( 1 S 0 ) + H(n=2),

(5)

Ar( 1 S 0 ) + H(n=3)  0.37eV,

(6)
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Ar m

+H 2 (X

1 +)
g



Ar( 1 S 0 ) +H 2 (b 3  u + ),

(7)

Ar( 1 S 0 ) +H 2 (B 1  u + ),

(8)

Ar( 1 S 0 ) +H 2 (c 3  u )  0.03eV,

(9)

Ar( 1 S 0 ) +H 2 (a 3  g + )  0.07eV,

(10)

where the energy defects are related to Ar m z ( 3 P 0 ), so that for Ar m ( 3 P 2 )
0.17 eV must be added to each value.

The energy level diagram of H

is shown in Fig.7 and the potential energy curves of H 2
shown in Fig.8.

7)

19)

below 12 eV are

The collisions (6), (9) and (10) have the energy defects

as cited, but these collisions may be nearly resonant processes in
consideration of the moderately high temperature in the expanded
plasma-jet, because the upper limit of the energy available for the
reaction would be the sum of the metastable energy and thermal energy.
The collision (7) leads to the dissociation,
H 2 (b 3  u + )  2H(n=l),

(11)

since the b z 3  u + state is repulsive as shown in Fiq.8.

H 2 (B z 1  u + )

produced by the collision (8) emits the Lyman bands z l 4 ) in the vacuum
ultraviolet region by the following transition,
H 2 (B 1  u + )  H 2 (X 1  g + ) + h  (Lyman bands).

(12)

The weak emission around  z 1600 in Fig.6 is identified partly with the
Lyman bands.

H 2 (a 3  g + ) produced by the collision (10) emits the well

known continuum extending from  z 1600 to 5000 by the following
transition

24),

H 2 (a 3  g + )  H 2 (b 3  u + ) + h  (continuum) ,

12

(13)

and then the collision (10) also leads to the dissociation of H 2 by the
process (11).

H 2 (c 3  u ) produced by the collision (9) is metastable and

dissociates probably by the following process comparable to (3) and (4),
H 2 (c 3  u )  H(n=l) + H(n=2),

(l4)

because of its small dissociation energy (2.29 eV).

The inverse process

is unusual because of the short life-time of H(n=2).

Furthermore, it has

been proved that in the expanded plasma-jet the (3p) 5 (4p) states of argon
transfer efficiently their excitation energy to H by the following collision
23),

Ar(3p 5 4p) + H(n=l)  Ar( 1 S 0 ) + H(n5).

(15)

It seems that this process tends to the production of H(n=4 and 5), that is,
the emission of H  and H  as shown in Fig.2.
The population of H(n=2) which emits Lyman  by the following
transition,
H(n=2)  H(n=l) + h  (Lyman ),

(16)

may be enhanced mainly by the collision (5) and partially by the
collisions (9) and (15).

In addition to this, the following transition

through the Balmer series,
H(n3)  H(n=2) + h  (Balmer series),

(17)

may contribute to the emission of Lyman .
It has been known for many years that the Wigner spin conservation

13

rule is of prime importance for the collisional transfer of electronic
energy

l6),

though the rule is also known to be violated in some cases.

According to this rule, no change of total spin occurs in the collision.
The rule has been observed to be more impotant than whether or not the
transition is optically permitted

18).

Ar( 1 S 0 ) and Ar m are singlet and

triplet, respectively, and Ar(3p 5 4p) consists of the singlet and triplet
states

l9).

All the levels of H are doublet.

Therefore, the collision (8)

alone violates the Wigner spin conservation rule, among all the energy
transfer collisions listed above.

This fact results in the negligibly weak

intensity of the Lyman bands (B z 1  u +  X z 1  g + ) from the present light
source, as shown in Fig.6.
On the contrary, the B z 1  u + state can be efficiently excited by
electron-impact in the conventional H 2 discharge, and therefore the
Lyman bands are intensely emitted over the wide wavelength region in
the vacuum ultraviolet

14).

Such a emission is well-known as “the many-

lined molecular hydrogen spectrum”.
In conclusion, the selective excitations of H and H 2 by the secondkind

collisions

with

metastable

argon

lead

to

the

intense

monochromatic emission of Lyman  from the present light source.

14

and

(5) Comparison with Microwave-Powered Sources
In the past years, a monochromatic light source of Lyman  has
usually been made by microwave-powered discharge in a mixed gas.
instance, Warneck

25)

For

obtained a monochromatic Lyman  source with an

125 W microwave discharge in the HeH 2 mixture, and found the 38% H 2
and He mixture at 0.15 Torr to be best.

The total Lyman  intensity

was at least 210 1 5 quanta/s through a LiF window, which was sealed to
the end of a Pyrex discharge tube 12.8 mm in outer diameter.
Okabe

26)

Similarly,

obtained an almost pure Lyman  source with 60 W microwave

discharge through the 10% z H 2 and Ar mixture.

The total Lyman 

intensity was 310 1 4 quanta/s through a 78 mm 2 LiF window.

His

spectrum shows fairly intense emission lines due to impurities, in
addition to Lyman .

According to Samson

15),

the spectrum in the case

of a 25% H 2 and He mixture at 0.2 Torr exhibits a weak continuous
emission from  1100 to 1300 and an emission of the Lyman bands around
 1600, in addition to Lyman .
The spectrum obtained by the present source has a very weak
emission of the Lyman bands from  1530 to 1700 but no other emission
than Lyman  below  1530, as shown in Fig.6.

The simple structure of

this spectrum originates in the selective excitation of H and probably H 2
by the second-kind collisions with the metastable argon.

On the

contrary, it seems possible in the microwave-powered light source that H

15

and H 2 are excited not only selectively by the second-kind collision but
also not selectively by electron-impact, and moreover impurities are also
excited because of a closed discharge tube.

As a result, it may be

concluded that the present light source of Lyman  using expanded
plasma-jet is more monochromatic than conventional.

(6) Conclusion
A highly monochromatic light source of Lyman  has been made by
means of the technique of an expanded argon plasma-jet admixed with
The monochromatic property and intensity of Lyman  are

hydrogen.

superior to those obtained by the conventional microwave-powered light
source.

This

experimental

light

studies

on

source

will

be

applied

photon-molecule

successfully

collisions,

such

as

to

the

high-

resolution spectroscopy of the secondary emission and photo-electron
spectroscopy.
Lyman  occupies 55 % of the solar radiation intensity below
1500

27),



and reaches the lower altitude of about 70 km due to the

transmission “window” of the Earth’s absorption spectrum

28).

Therefore,

the present light source will be useful for the laboratory studies on the
photochemical and photoionization processes in the upper atmosphere.
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Figure Captions

Fig.1

The light source apparatus of the plasma-jet type.

Lyman  is

emitted from the expanded argon plasma-jet admixed with H 2 ,
and condensed on the center of the observation chamber through
the LiF window and the light guide.
Fig.2

Visible spectra emitted from the expanded plasma-jet as a
function of the H 2 flow rate Q H 2 .

The Ar flow rate was 15 l/min

and the arc input power 4.0 kW.

These spectra were taken with

the same sensitivity, and the vertical scale is same for these
cases.
(a) Q H 2 = 0 l/min,
Fig.3

(b) Q H 2 = 0.5 l/min,

(c) Q H 2 = 1.5 l/min

Variations of the fractional absorption for Ar I  6965 and line
intensities of Ar I  6965 and H  6563 with the H 2 flow rate Q H 2 .
The Ar flow rate was 15 l/min and the arc input power 4.0 kW.

Fig.4

Variations of the line intensities of Ar I  4159, H   6563 and
Lyman   1216 with the H 2 flow rate Q H 2 for different Ar flow
rates Q A r ’s; 10, 15 and 20 l/min.

The arc input power was 3.2

kW.
(a) Ar I  4159,
Fig.5

(b) H   6563,

(c) Lyman   1216.

Variations of the line intensities of H   6563 and Lyman  
1216 with the arc current of the plasma-jet torch.

The arc

voltage was 20 V, the Ar flow rate 20 l/min and the H 2 flow rate
1.5 l/min.

19

Fig.6

The spectral characteristics of the light source in the vacuum
ultraviolet.

This spectrum was taken under the best conditions

of the expanded plasma-jet to obtain the intense and
monochromatic emission of Lyman ; arc input power 4.0 kW, Ar
flow rate 15 l/min and H 2 flow rate 0.5 l/min.

The weak emission

around  1600 is attributed to the Lyman bands of H 2 .
Fig.7

The energy level diagrams of Ar and H
concerned.

Fig.8

19)

and the transitions

The metastable states of Ar are denoted by Ar m .

The potential energy curves of H 2 below 12 eV

17).

The

transition B 1  u +  X 1  g + gives the Lyman bands in the
vacuum ultraviolet.

The transition a 3  g +  b 3  u + gives the

well-known continuum extending from  1600 to 5000.
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Fig.1

The light source apparatus of the plasma-jet type.

Lyman  is

emitted from the expanded argon plasma-jet admixed with H 2 ,
and condensed on the center of the observation chamber through
the LiF window and the light guide.
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Fig.2

Visible spectra emitted from the expanded plasma-jet as a
function of the H 2 flow rate Q H 2 .

The Ar flow rate was 15 l/min

and the arc input power 4.0 kW.

These spectra were taken with

the same sensitivity, and the vertical scale is same for these
cases.
(a) Q H 2 = 0 l/min,

(b) Q H 2 = 0.5 l/min,
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(c) Q H 2 = 1.5 l/min

Fig.3

Variations of the fractional absorption for Ar I  6965 and line
intensities of Ar I  6965 and H  6563 with the H 2 flow rate Q H 2 .
The Ar flow rate was 15 l/min and the arc input power 4.0 kW.
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Fig.4

Variations of the line intensities of Ar I  4159, H   6563 and
Lyman   1216 with the H 2 flow rate Q H 2 for different Ar flow
rates Q A r ’s; 10, 15 and 20 l/min.
(a) Ar I  4159,

(b) H   6563,
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The arc input power was 3.2kW.
(c) Lyman   1216.

Fig.5

Variations of the line intensities of H   6563 and Lyman 
 1216 with the arc current of the plasma-jet torch.

The arc

voltage was 20 V, the Ar flow rate 20 l/min and the H 2 flow rate
1.5 l/min.
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Fig.6

The spectral characteristics of the light source in the vacuum
ultraviolet.

This spectrum was taken under the best conditions

of the expanded plasma-jet to obtain the intense and
monochromatic emission of Lyman ; arc input power 4.0 kW, Ar
flow rate 15 l/min and H 2 flow rate 0.5 l/min.

The weak emission

around  1600 is attributed to the Lyman bands of H 2 .
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Fig.7

The energy level diagrams of Ar and H
concerned.

19)

and the transitions

The metastable states of Ar are denoted by Ar m .
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Fig.8

The potential energy curves of H 2 below 12 eV

17).

The

transition B 1  u +  X 1  g + gives the Lyman bands in the
vacuum ultraviolet.

The transition a 3  g +  b 3  u + gives the

well-known continuum extending from  1600 to 5000.
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PART II

CROSSED-BEAM EXPERIMENT ON
ROTATIONAL POPULATION DISTRIBUTION OF
OH (A 2 +) SPLIT FROM H2O BY LYMAN ALPHA PHOTON IMPACT

(1) Introduction

Several attempts have so far been made at spectroscopic study on
primary rotational population distribution exhibited by OH radical in the
Az2+

state

split

ultraviolet region.

from

H2O

irradiated

by

photons

in

the

vacuum

Some typical distribution curves have been

presented by Tanaka et al. 1 ) , by Carrington 2 ) , and by Welge et al. 3 ) ,
independently.

Experiments were all carried out in the target-gas

method, as follows.
Flowing H 2 O vapor, either pure or diluted with argon, at room
temperatures and at reduced pressures is illuminated through a LiF
window with light from an exciting light source for use in the vacuum
ultraviolet region.

The light source is usually a high frequency

electrodeless discharge in a flowing gas whose composition, pressure and
flow rate are made convenient to a monochromatic vacuum ultraviolet
emission.
Generally, all the distribution curves consist of a plateau in the
lower range of the rotational quantum number K ' and a peak in the
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higher range of K '.

The relative height of the plateau against the peak

varies from each other.

Needless to say, these curves were obtained by

means of different fluorescence cells and different exciting light sources,
under different conditions.

As a result, these examples tell how the

rotational population distribution considered is sensitive to experimental
conditions.

That is, in the target-gas method the initial distribution

may be disturbed by many ambiguous effects, such as wall-effect,
rotational relaxation, electronical quenching and secondary production,
as discussed in the following sections.
In the crossed-beam method, these secondary effects may be
removed due to the absence of any “wall”, the reduced beam density and
the rapid convection in the molecular beam.

Therefore, it is most

important to carry out the same measurement by means of the crossedbeam technique.

However, this method gives very weak signals from

collision products, because the beam density is considerably low and the
effective condensation of light on the molecular beam is difficult in the
vacuum ultraviolet.

For that purpose, accordingly, it is prerequisite for

one to prepare for a monochromatic light source whose intensity is as
strong as possible.
Several years ago, the present author was engaged in a study on a
characteristics of a supersonic argon plasma jet flow into a vacuum
chamber made of a glass cylinder, which was 30 cm in diameter and 1.5 m
in length, through a de Laval nozzle.

When hydrogen gas was injected

into the flow, the supersonic flow extending over almost whole length of
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the chamber suddenly shrank into a short flame of 15 cm or so.
same

time,

the

short

flame

emitted

very

strong

scarlet

At the
radiation

composed mainly of the first Balmer line H  .
The lower state of H concerning the emission of H  has the
principal quantum number n=2.

Accordingly, such a scarlet flame must

be a very intensive light source of Lyman   1216, since Lyman  is due
to the transition from n=2 to n=1.
monochromatic Lyman
spectroscopic

study

Details of an application of the

 light source of

on

the

rotational

the plasma-jet type to a
population

distribution

of

OH(A z 2  z + ) by the crossed-beam technique will be described in what
follows.
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(2) Crossed-Beam Apparatus
In the present experiment, a beam of photons from a Lyman  light
source and a water molecular beam intersect each other at right angles in
a well evacuated collision chamber.

Arrangements of the exciting light

source, the molecular beam source, and the collision chamber can be seen
in Photo.l, Fig.1 and Fig.2.

The exciting light beam needs to be not only

monochromatic but also as strong as possible.

Such an intense light

source has been obtained by using an expanded argon plasma-jet admixed
with hydrogen.

Its details have been described in Part I.

When this light source is used together with a LiF window, its
emission spectrum is found to be only Lyman  below  1530, as shown in
Fig.3.

Since any light of longer wavelengths than  1350 can not

produce OH(A 2  + ) from H 2 O

2),

the present exciting light source enables

one to observe the OH radical in the A 2 

+

state split from H 2 O irradiated

only by Lyman  photons.
Practically, the beam of Lyman  photons is projected on the
molecular beam through a LiF window of 1.5 mm in thickness and 12 mm
in diameter.

Absolute intensity measurements for the Lyman  beam

can be made with a thermal detector, which is similar to the Coblentz
radiometer

4,5),

set in the place of the molecular beam.

The intensity

measured is 210 1 5 quanta/cm 2 s at the distance of 10 cm from the LiF
window, as shown in Part I.
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By the way, the Lyman  beam is condensed effectively by a “light
guide” upon the molecular beam, as shown in Fig.2.
truncated regular pyramid in shape.
the exit area 1010 mm 2 ,

The light guide is a

The entrance area is 2020 mm 2 ,

the length 65 mm, and the inner surface is

evaporated with aluminium and coated with MgF 2 .
Water vapor is led into the collision chamber through a nozzle from
a reservoir, and the molecular beam is formed.
bundle of fourteen stainless steel pipes.

The nozzle consists of a

The inner diameter and length

of each pipe are 0.6 mm and 5.5 mm, respectively.

The cross-sectional

area of the nozzle is about 7.02.0 mm 2 .

The beam profile is obtained by

measuring

the

the

spatial

distribution

of

OH

ultraviolet

emission

resulting from the collision between the molecular beam and the Lyman 
beam, as shown in Fig.4.
estimated at 11.2 mm.

The half-width of the molecular beam is
The peak beam density is estimated at about

0.02 Torr, by comparing the brightness of the crossing with the same
brightness in the target-gas method.

In the target-gas method, the

vapor pressure can be determined by measuring the fractional absorption
of Lyman  by H 2 O

6).

The collision chamber is made of stainless steel and its inner
diameter is 160 mm.

The pumping system is composed by a liquid

nitrogen trap, a 4 inch diffusion pump and a rotary pump.

However,

rapid pumping is made mainly by the trap of 2.1 liters in volume.
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For

effective condensation of water vapor, the trap is double-walled.

The

inner diameter is 25 mm, the outer diameter 90 mm and the height 370
mm.
The ultraviolet emission of OH(A 2  + ) is observed in the direction
orthogonal to both the beams.

The light flux coming out of the crossing

is focused on the slit of 1.0 m Ebert type monochromator (Shimadzu GE100) by a fused quartz lens and a concave mirror, as shown in Fig.2.
The grating has 1200 grooves/mm with a ruled area 5252 mm 2 and is
blazed at 5000 A.
first order.

The reciprocal linear dispersion is 8.3 Å/mm in the

The scanning speed is 5 Å/min.

With the slit-width of 50

m, the resolution is about 0.45 Å, which is defined as the apparent width
of a sharp line at half intensity.
Intensity measurements are made with the aid of a photomultiplier
(HTV R446) combined with a DC amplifier (Keithley 610C) and a penrecorder with an integrating time of 2 s.

The photomultiplier is used at

an applied voltage of 700 V and a dark current 3 pA.

The DC amplifier

has been found to give a better signal-to-noise ratio than a lockin
amplifier (NF LI-572B) in the present experiment.

Relative spectral

sensitivity of the detection system employed is calibrated against a
standard lamp (GE 30A/T24/7).
Transmittance

of

observations are going on.

the

LiF

window

decreases

gradually

while

In order to calibrate the effect resulting from
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such a gradual decrease, one has to monitor the integrated intensity of
the OH ultraviolet emission with a photomultiplier (HTV R212) in
conjunction with a  3080 interference filter, as shown in Fig.2.

In such

a way, one can calibrate the effects of fluctuations in the light source
intensity and in the molecular beam density, too.

In addition, for

checking the stability of the light source, its emission intensities of H 
and Lyman  are monitored by a  6560 interference filter and a 50 cm
radius Seya-Namioka type monochromator, respectively.

(3) Experimental Results

In order to avoid ambiguous effects of secondary processes inherent
in the conventional target-gas method and to see the initial rotational
population distribution of OH(A 2  + ), the present author has made use of
the crossed-beam technique.
the OH, A

2 +

 X

2

An example of the pen-recorder traces for

band-system is presented in Fig.5.

In this

spectrum, the six main branches of the (0,0) band designated by P 1 , P 2 , Q 1 ,
Q 2 , R 1 and R 2 are dominant, and the distinct head at  3064 corresponds
to the head of the R 1 branch.
recognized.

In addition, the (1,1) band can be

It can also be recognized that the rotational line intensity

of the (0,0) band drops abruptly at K '=23 for each main branch.
The rotational populations can be derived from the line intensities
by use of the transition probabilities tabulated by Learner z 7 ) .

The

rotational population distributions obtained for the vibrational states of
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v' = 0 and 1 are shown in Figs.6 and 7, respectively. The rotational
populations; N 0 (K ') for v' = 0 and N 1 (K ') for v' = 1 are normalized so that
the averaged population of K ' = 21 for v' = 0; N 0 (21) is unity.

The

rotational lines available for plotting these figures are selected by taking
the resolution attained into consideration, in comparison with the table
given by Dieke et al. 8 ) and the atlas presented by Bass et al. 9 ) .

They are

as free as possible from overlapping with other lines.
When compared with each other, a remarkable difference can be
seen between Figs.6 and 7.
exists.

There are two reasons why such a difference

One is the definite energy possessed by the Lyman  photon and

the other the predissociation inherent in OH (A 2  + ).

The excess energy

available for excitation of vibration and rotation of OH (A 2  + ) resulting
from the following collision,


H 2 O( X

1A

l)

+ h  (Lyman )  OH (A 2  + ) + H ( 2 S),

(1)

can be estimated at 1.06 eV by subtracting the dissociation energy of H 2 O
and the electronic excitation energy of OH from the energy of Lyman , as
shown in Fig.8.

It gives the highest rotational levels possible; K '=22 for

v'=0 and K '=18 for v'=1, respectively.

The abrupt drop between K '=22

and 23 as shown in Fig.6 is in good agreement with the above estimation.
Similarly, a peak may be expected to appear at K z '=18 in the
distribution curve for v'=l, too, as indicated by the dotted line curve in
Fig.7.

Actually, however, the population decreases promptly with
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increasing K z ' above 15.
predissociation of OH(A

Such a discrepancy may be due to the

2  + ),

which has so far been studied by many

authors, since it was discovered by Gaydon et al. in 1951

10).

The most

detailed experimental study on it has recently been carried out by
Sutherland et al. 1 1 ) .

They have measured the life-times of the

individual rotational levels of OH(A 2  + ), making use of an interrupted rf
discharge through water vapor.

According to them, the predissociation

occurs at K '=23 for v'=0, while it takes place at K '=14 for v'=1.

Further

discussions on the predissociation are given in Appendix A.

(4) Theoretical Interpretation

The

rotational

population

distributions

of

OH(A z 2  z + )

in

the

vibrational states of v'=0 and 1 have been obtained by the crossed-beam
technique, as presented in Figs.6 and 7.

The distribution curve in the

case of v'=1 is considerably affected with the predissociation effect.
However, the predissociation is inherent in OH(A z 2  z + ) radical itself.
Accordingly, Figs.6 and 7 may be considered to show the initial rotational
population distributions of OH(A z 2  z + ) split from H 2 O by the Lyman 
photon impact.
So far, many experimental and theoretical works have been
devoted to the dissociation processes of electronically excited H 2 O.
Those results have recently been summarized by Tsurubuchi
constructed

well

established

correlation
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diagrams

12).

He has

concerning

the

dissociation of the singlet and triplet excited states of H 2 O, on the basis
of

experimental

evidences,

theoretical

calculations

properties of atomic and molecular orbitals.

and

symmetry

In addition, he has

discussed the extremely non-thermal rotation exhibited by OH(A z 2  z + )
split from H 2 O bombarded by electron, photon and metastable atom.
In the

case of

electron

impact 1 3 ) , for

exchange collision can take place.

instance, the electron

Accordingly, the H 2 O molecule in the


ground state X

1A

triplet states.

In other terms, the rotational behavior of OH(A 2  + ) split

1

can be excited not only to singlet states but also to

by electron-impact from H 2 O may depend in a complicated manner upon
potential surfaces for both singlet and triplet excited states of H 2 O.
On the contrary, in the case of photon-impact, the H 2 O molecule
originally in the singlet ground state can be brought up only to some of
the upper singlet states, because of the selection rule of  S=0 and the
requirement for the excited and ground states symmetries 1 4 ) .
According to the correlation diagrams drawn by Tsurubuchi 1 2 ) (see
Appendix B), Lyman  (10.20 eV) is able to excite H 2 O to the following


singlet states; B

1A

1,

 1 B 1 , and D
 1 A 1 , because their vertical energies
C

are 9.7, 10.00 and 10.17 eV, respectively.


The B

1A

1

state correlates to

the dissociation into OH( A z 2  z + ) + H( 2 S) in the symmetry of C z s and
correlates to O( 1 D) + H 2 (X 1  g + ) in the symmetry of C 2 v .


The C

1B

1

state

correlates to OH( 2  ) +H( 2 S) and O( 3 P) +H 2 (b 3  u + ) in the symmetries of C s
and C 2 v , respectively.


The D

1A

1

state correlates to OH( 2  ) + H( 2 S) and
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O( 1 S) + H 2 (X 1  g + ) in the symmetries of C z s and C 2 v , respectively.

As a

 z 1 A 1 state is important for the present purpose.
result, only the B
Referring to the potential energy surfaces of the excited states of


H 2 O including B

1A

1,

theoretical studies have been carried out by Niira

in the AO method 1 5 ) , by Horsley et al. in the ab initio LCAO-MO-SCF
method 1 6 ) , and Claydon et al. in the INDO method 1 7 ) .

Unfortunately,

however, those studies could not supply any sufficient informations about
the mechanism of the abnormal rotation of OH( A
lower order approximations.

2  + ),

because of their

Recently, Flouquet and Horsley have


calculated the potential energy surface of the B

z

1A

1

improved method including configuration interaction 1 8 ) .

state by the
According to

them, there is a conical potential valley in the potential surface, whose
apex lies at the distance of 1.5 Å apart from the O atom in the linear
conformation.

It is consistent with the molecular orbital and symmetry

considerations proposed by Gangi et al. 1 9 ) .

More detailed discussions on

the potential energy surface are carried out in Appendix B.
Just after excitation by photon-impact, the two H atoms have the
same positions with respect to the O atom as in the ground state,
according

to

the

Franck-Condon

principle,

where

the

internuclear

distance between the O and H atoms is 1.0 Å and the bond angle 105.
Then, one of the H atoms will move toward the apex of the conical
potential valley.

In other terms, the excited H 2 O will open out its bond

angle, and at the same time the distance between the O atom and the
splitting H atom will increase.

In that case, each H atom will obtain a
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large angular momentum of the same magnitude but in the opposite
direction, because of the steep and deep valley. At the present stage,
however, any theoretical prediction can not be given of the trajectory for
the splitting H atom to take after this.
On the other hand, the experimental result in Fig.6 tells that only
the

rotational

levels

around

K z '=21

are

preferentially

populated.

Therefore, according to the law of angular momentum conservation, one
of the H atoms must fly off with a large angular momentum with respect
to the O atom, and the H atom can not split in any radial direction.

In

order to come apart from the O atom, the H atom has to climb up the
slope of the valley, and loses its linear momentum considerably.

The

product of the final linear momentum with the vertical distance from the
O atom to the tangent of the trajectory along which the splitting H atom
becomes free must be equal to the angular momentum of the OH( A

2 +)

radical.

(5) Comparison with Target-Gas Experiments

As mentioned in the section (1), the previous results derived by
others from the conventional target-gas experiments are not in agreement
with each other, especially with respect to relative heights of the plateau
and the peak.

For the purpose of looking into the reason why so, the

present author has applied the present exciting light source of the
plasma-jet type to the target-gas experiments.
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In order to see whether the rotational population distribution
considered suffers from the wall effect or not, he has compared two
fluorescence cells different in size.
in diameter.

One is 160 mm, and the other 18 mm

The H 2 O vapor pressure is commonly 0.080 Torr.

The

results obtained coincide with each other, as shown in Fig.9, where
N 0 (K z ') is normalized so that N 0 (22) =1.

On the other hand, in order to

see the pressure effect upon the rotational population distribution
considered, he has repeated the same experiment at the vapor pressures
of 0.016 and 0.080 Torr in the fluorescence cell of 160 mm in diameter.
In that case, the results do not coincide, as shown in Fig.10.

The

plateau, which is the flat part in the range for K '8, is lower by about
35% in the case of the lower pressure than the other.
Fig.9 tells that there is not any wall effect as fas as the cell is
larger than 18 mm in diameter, probably because of the short lifetime
and large quenching frequency of OH( A z 2  z + )

11).

Encounter of this

radical with H 2 O in the cell would lead to electronical quenching, as
follows,
OH ( A 2  + ) + H 2 O  OH (X 2  ) + H 2 O.

(2)

As for the quenching probabilities, Sutherland et al. have recently shown
that they are almost independent of K '

11).

According to Fig.10, the relative population N 0 (K ') in the lower K '
range grows up with increase in the water vapor pressure within the cell.
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Experimental evidences quite similar to this have previously been given
by Schüler et al.

20–22).

The initial rotational populations of diatomic

hydrides such as CuH, AlH and BiH are all relaxed by collisions with
inert atoms He and Ar to the Boltzmann distribution corresponding to the
inert gas temperature.

For instance, the initial rotational temperature

of 1800 K exhibited by AlH at the lowest pressure of matrix gas is relaxed
gradually

with

increasing

pressures,

and

Boltzmann distribution corresponding to 800 K.

finally

brought

to

the

In the present target-

gas experiment, abnormally rotating OH( A z 2  z + ) is surrounded by H 2 O
vapor at the room temperature.

Such a collisional relaxation may be

expected to occur in addition to the electronical quenching mentioned
above.
The crossed-beam experimental result is plotted again in the same
semi-logarithmic scale as the target-gas result at the lowest pressure
0.016 Torr in Fig.11, for comparison.

The number density within the

molecular beam in the crossed-beam experiment is estimated at about
0.02 Torr.

Notwithstanding that the number densities are nearly the

same, there is a disagreement between the two curves.
the following reason.

It may be due to

In the crossed-beam experiment, all kinds of

species produced at the intersection of the molecular beam with the beam
of photons run off swiftly along the molecular beam, and they never come
back to the intersection where light signals to be observed are coming
from.

On the contrary, in the target-gas experiment, their motions are
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quite at random, and, accordingly, long lived fragment species such as
OH(X

2

), H( 2 S) and O( 1 D), which are born in the target gas along the

exciting light path, can diffuse into the space where light signals to be
studied are coming from.
For instance, H( 2 S) and OH( A z 2  z + ) are produced in the primary
collision process (1), where the latter makes a transition with radiation to
OH(X 2  ), or it may be quenched without radiation by (2).

In addition,

OH(X 2  ), H( 2 S) and O( 1 D) may be produced in the following ways

23,24),


H2O ( X

1A

1)

+ h  (  1470)  H 2 (X 1  g + ) + O( 1 D),

(3a)


H2O ( X

1A

1)

+ h  (  1860)  OH(X 2  ) + H( 2 S),

(3b)

and

where such a photon is contained in the light from the present light
source, as seen in Fig.3.

Then the following collisions,

O( 1 D) + H( 2 S) + H 2 O  OH ( A 2  + ) + H 2 O,

(4)

OH(X 2  ) + h  (ultraviolet)  OH ( A 2  + ),

(5)

and

may be expected to take place along the path of the exciting light beam
within the cell.
According to the statistical model including angular momentum
conservation

25,26),

the rotational population distribution of OH( A

2 +)

radical produced in the three-body collision (4) is expected to be close to
the thermal distribution, because the excess energy possessed by the fiveatomic intermediate should be partitioned among so many degrees of
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In addition, the long-lived radical OH(X 2  )

freedom of OH and H 2 O.
produced

in

distribution

any

way

is

corresponding

expected
to

to

the

have

target-gas

the

thermal

rotational

temperature.

The

ultraviolet radiation from the present light source is composed mainly of
a weak continuum, as shown in Fig.3.

Accordingly, the OH( A z 2  z + )

radical produced in (5) can not show any abnormal rotation.
As a result, it may be concluded that the secondary production of
OH( A z 2  z + )

in

both

the

processes

(4)

and

(5)

contributes

to

an

enhancement of the plateau against the peak, as seen in Fig.11.

(6) Conclusion
Secondary production of OH( A z 2  z + ) due to the long-lived radicals
such as OH(X

2

), H( 2 S) and O( 1 D) may be able to disturb the primary

distribution aimed at, especially in the target-gas method.

If the water

vapor pressure in the fluorescence cell were reduced by an order of one or
two than the lowest pressure attained in the present experiment, such a
disturbance would be suppressed more completely.

However, light

signals available would become too weak to allow any measurement with
a simple detection system.

On the other hand, in the crossed-beam

method, the long-lived radicals will soon be carried away by the
convection of the molecular beam.

As a result, the curves presented in

Figs. 6 and 7 may be as close as possible to the initial rotational
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population distributions of OH( A 2  + ; v'=0) and OH( A 2  + ; v'=l) produced
by the primary photon-molecule collision (1).
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Figure Captions

Photo.1

Overall view of the crossed-beam apparatus for the Lyman 
photon impact on H 2 O.

Fig.1

Schematical diagram of the crossed-beam apparatus (vertical
sections).

The Lyman  light beam is condensed by the light

guide upon the H 2 O molecular beam, which is formed by means
of a multi-channel nozzle.

The rapid pumping of the collision

chamber is made mainly by the double-walled liquid-N 2 cold trap.
Fig.2

Schematical diagram of the crossed-beam apparatus (horizontal
section).

The light source is of the plasma-jet type, and its

spectrum is taken with the vacuum ultraviolet monochromator.
The OH ultraviolet emission resulting from the collision
between the molecular beam and Lyman  beam is observed in
the direction orthogonal to both the beams with the 1.0 m Ebert
type monochromator.
Fig.3

The spectral characteristics of the light source in the vacuum
and near ultraviolet regions.

Fig.4

The H 2 O molecular beam profile obtained by measuring the
spatial distribution of the OH ultraviolet emission from the
intersection between the molecular beam and Lyman  beam.
The half-width and the peak density are estimated at 11.2 mm
and 0.02 Torr, respectively.
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Fig. 5

A pen-recorder trace of the A 2  + A  X 2  band-system of OH
resulting from the Lyman  photon impact on H 2 O in the
crossed-beam experiment.

The (0,0) band is dominant, and the

weak (1,1) band is also recognized.

Each band is consist of the

six main branches designated by P 1 , P 2 , Q 1 , Q 2 , R 1 and R 2 , whose
band-heads are indicated by the hatched-lines.
Fig.6

The rotational population distribution of OH( A 2  + ) for the
vibrational state of v' = 0 obtained by the crossed-beam
method.

The population with the rotational quantum number

K '; N 0 (K ') is normalized so that the average population at K ' =
21; N 0 (21) is unity.

The abrupt drop between K ' = 22 and 23

corresponds to the energetical limit (see Fig.8).
Fig. 7

The rotational population distribution of OH( A 2  + ) for the
vibrational state of v' = 1 obtained by the crossed-beam method.
The rotational population for v' = 1; N 1 (K ') is normalized in the
same way as in Fig.6, that is, N 0 (21) = 1.

Fig.8

The energy level diagram related to the Lyman  photon-impact
excitation of H 2 O leading to OH( A 2  + ).

Fig.9

Comparison between the rotational distributions of OH( A 2  + ) for
v' = 0 at the H 2 O vapor pressure of 0.080 Torr in the fluorescence
cells of the diameters of 160 and 18 mm obtained by the targetgas method.

The population N 0 (K ') is normalized so that

N 0 (21) = 1.
(a) diameter 160 mm,

(b) diameter 18 mm.
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Fig.10

Comparison between the rotational distributions of OH( A 2  + )
for v' = 0 at the H 2 O vapor pressures of 0.016 and 0.080 Torr in
the fluorescence cell of 180 mm in diameter obtained by the
target-gas method.

The population N 0 (K z ') is normalized so that

N 0 (21) = 1.
Fig.11

Comparison of the rotational distribution of OH( A 2  + ) for v' = 0
obtained by the target-gas method at the H 2 O vapor pressure of
0.016 Torr with that by the crossed-beam method.

The former

is taken from Fig.10, and the latter is the same as Fig.6 except
in the semi-logarithmic scale.
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Photo.1

Overall view of the crossed-beam apparatus for the Lyman 
photon impact on H 2 O.
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Fig.1

Schematical diagram of the crossed-beam apparatus (vertical
sections).

The Lyman  light beam is condensed by the light

guide upon the H 2 O molecular beam, which is formed by means
of a multi-channel nozzle.

The rapid pumping of the collision

chamber is made mainly by the double-walled liquid-N 2 cold
trap.
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Fig.2

Schematical diagram of the crossed-beam apparatus (horizontal
section).

The light source is of the plasma-jet type, and its

spectrum is taken with the vacuum ultraviolet monochromator.
The OH ultraviolet emission resulting from the collision
between the molecular beam and Lyman  beam is observed in
the direction orthogonal to both the beams with the 1.0 m Ebert
type monochromator.
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Fig.3

The spectral characteristics of the light source in the vacuum
and near ultraviolet regions.
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Fig.4

The H 2 O molecular beam profile obtained by measuring the
spatial distribution of the OH ultraviolet emission from the
intersection between the molecular beam and Lyman  beam.
The half-width and the peak density are estimated at 11.2 mm
and 0.02 Torr, respectively.
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Fig. 5

A pen-recorder trace of the A 2  + A  X 2  band-system of OH
resulting from the Lyman  photon impact on H 2 O in the
crossed-beam experiment.

The (0,0) band is dominant, and the

weak (1,1) band is also recognized.

Each band is consist of the

six main branches designated by P 1 , P 2 , Q 1 , Q 2 , R 1 and R 2 , whose
band-heads are indicated by the hatched-lines.
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Fig.6

The rotational population distribution of OH( A 2  + ) for the
vibrational state of v' = 0 obtained by the crossed-beam
method.

The population with the rotational quantum number

K'; N 0 (K') is normalized so that the average population at K' =
21; N 0 (21) is unity.

The abrupt drop between K' = 22 and 23

corresponds to the energetical limit (see Fig.8).
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Fig. 7

The rotational population distribution of OH( A 2  + ) for the
vibrational state of v' = 1 obtained by the crossed-beam method.
The rotational population for v' = 1; N 1 (K') is normalized in the
same way as in Fig.6, that is, N 0 (21) = 1.
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Fig.8

The energy level diagram related to the Lyman  photon-impact
excitation of H 2 O leading to OH( A 2  + ).
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Fig.9

Comparison between the rotational distributions of OH( A 2  + ) for
v' = 0 at the H 2 O vapor pressure of 0.080 Torr in the fluorescence
cells of the diameters of 160 and 18 mm obtained by the targetgas method.

The population N 0 (K') is normalized

so that N 0 (21) = 1.
(a) diameter 160 mm,

(b) diameter 18 mm.
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Fig.10

Comparison between the rotational distributions of OH(A 2  + ) for
v' = 0 at the H 2 O vapor pressures of 0.016 and 0.080 Torr in the
fluorescence cell of 180 mm in diameter obtained by the targetgas method.

The population N 0 (K z ') is normalized so that

N 0 (21) = 1.
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Fig.11

Comparison of the rotational distribution of OH( A 2  + ) for v' = 0
obtained by the target-gas method at the H 2 O vapor pressure of
0.016 Torr with that by the crossed-beam method.

The former

is taken from Fig.10, and the latter is the same as Fig.6 except
in the semi-logarithmic scale.
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APPENDIX A
PREDISSOCIATION IN OH ( A 2  + )
As described in the section (3) of Part II, some anomalous decrease
of populations appears in higher rotational levels (K '  15) of v' = 1 state
of OH( A 2  + ).

Such a phenomenon may be due to the predissociation of

OH( A z 2  z + ), which has so far been studied by many authors.

As

experimental results, the predissociation in OH( A 2  + ) sets in not only at
different rotational quantum numbers in different vibrational states, but
also at different absolute energies.

The predissociation probability is

strongly dependent upon the rotational quantum number K ', and
according

to

Sutherland

exponentially with K '.

et

al. 1 ) ,

the

probability

increases

almost

In addition, the F 1 spin component of the A 2 

+

state with J '=K '+1/2 is more strongly affected than the other spin
component F 2 with J '=K '1/2.

According to Sutherland et al. 1 ) , the

ratio of the predissociation probabilities of the F 1 and F 2 levels is 1.9 on
the average.
In general, when a bound electronic state of a diatomic molecule is
crossed by a repulsive state, the radiationless transition from the former
to the latter is possible, and the predissociation to the separated atomic
state takes place through the repulsive potential curve

2).

In this case,

there have been well-known selection rules, called the Kronig's rules for
predissociation.
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The Kronig’s selection rules have been derived from the conditions
for non-vanishing of the perturbation matrix elements between two states,
which

result

from

the

terms

neglected

on

the

separation

of

Schrödinger equation in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation z 3 ) .
are expressed as follows

the
They

2).

(1) Both states must have the same total angular momentum J z ;
that is,  J = 0.
(2) Both states must have the same symmetry; that is, +  ,
and moreover s  a for identical nuclei.
(3) Both states must have the same spin multiplicity; that is,

 S = 0.
(4) The resultant electronic angular momentum about the
internuclear axis of the two states can differ only by 0 or 1;
that is,  = 0, 1.
The first and second rules are perfectly rigorous.

The fourth rule holds

in Hund’s cases (a) and (b).
A

predissociation

with

S



0

may

predissociation has only a small probability z 2 ) .

occur,

although

this

For such a "forbidden

predissociation", the selection rule  S = 1 in Hund’s cases (a) and (b) is
given by Kovacs in consideration of the spin-orbit interaction

4).

Theoretically, the predissociation affecting the lower vibrational
states of OH( A 2  + ) has been attributed to the radiationless transition
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to the 4 



curve of 4 

state arising from O( 3 P) + H( 2 S)


5,6).

The repulsive potential

state crosses the potential curve of A 2 

of the latter one.

+

However, the interaction between 2 

on the outer limb
+

and 4 



violates

the spin selection rule  S = 0.
The predissociation probability in OH( A

2 +)

which is  10 7 s – 1 is

quite small compared to the order of 10 1 1 s – 1 in a strong allowed
predissociation 3 ) ,

but

still

competes

with

the

radiative

transition

probability 1 ) of about 10 6 s – 1 .
In this way, the predissociation in OH( A
forbidden nature.

is clearly of the

According to the selection rules, the nonzero

perturbation between the
intersections in Fig.1.

2 +)

2

+

and

4



states occurs at the dotted

This figure indicates the additional selection

rule for the rotational quantum number K z ;  K = 1.
The predissociation probability A D is related to the perturbation
matrix elements of the two interacting states.

If the perturbation is

separable into vibrational and electronic-rotational parts, the following
relationship holds.
A D = |H e l - r o t | 2 |H v i b | 2 .

(1)

The electronic and rotational part |H e l - r o t | 2 for the 2  +  4 
given explicitly for Hund’s case (b) coupling
states, as follows;
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4),



interaction is

which is dominant for 

|H(F 1 , F 3 )| 2 =  [(K '+2)/(2K '+1)],
|H(F 2 , F 4 )| 2 =  [3(K '+1)/(2K '1)],
|H(F 1 , F 1
and

)| 2

=  [3K '/(2K '1) ],

(2)

|H(F 2 , F 2 )| 2 =  [(K ' 2)/(2K '1)],

where  is an undetermined constant.

These nonzero matrix elements

correspond to the dotted intersections in Fig.l, respectively, and they are
essentially independent of K '.

Therefore, the observed dependence of

the predissociation probability on the vibrational and rotational quantum
numbers must be accounted for by means of the other term in the
equation (1), that is, the vibrational part |H v i b | 2 .
According to the equations (2), the predissociation in the F 1 level
is stronger than in the F 2 level by a factor of 3 at the lower crossing
points in Fig.1.

On the other hand, for the interactions which

correspond to the higher crossing points, the F 2 level is favored by a
factor of 3.

Therefore, the stronger predissociation of the F 1 levels

observed by Sutherland et al. indicates that the crossings at lower energy
are the more important

1).

H v i b is essentially the overlap integral of the two vibrational
eigenfunctions for the discrete state A 2 

+

and the continuous state 4   .

The overlap integral can be estimated qualitatively by sketching the
relevant potential curves and vibrational eigenfunctions.

Effective

potential curves including the centrifugal potential due to rotation are
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drawn in Fig.2 for different rotational quantum numbers; 0, 15, 22 and 30.
The A 2 

+

potential curve of K ' = 0 is the experimental curve obtained by

Fallon et al. 7 ) .

The

4 

potential curve of K " = 0 is the theoretical

curve calculated by Michels et al.

5).

After this,  K = 0 is assumed for simplicity, although  K = 1 as
mentioned before.

In Fig.2, are drawn schematically the vibrational

eigenfunctions for a discrete level (v' = 1 and K ' = 22) and a continuous
level (K " = 22) having the same energy, where the energy levels lie in the
neighborhood of the crossing point between the potential curves.

The

eigenfunctions lie in such a way with respect to each other that the
overlap

integral

has

a

considerable

magnitude,

and

therefore

the

predissociation will take place with a fairly large probability.
In the discrete level of v' = 1 and K ' = 15, a potential barrier exists
between the discrete and continuous levels.

However, quantum-

mechanically, the transition between the levels will take place with a
certain probability due to "tunnel-effect", because the overlap of the
eigenfunctions is not negligible.

On the other hand, it is seen in the

case of v' = 0 and K ' = 22 that the overlap of the eigenfunctions is
vanishingly small and moreover a considerably high potential barrier
exists between the levels.

Therefore, the predissociation is not expected.

In the case of v' = 2, the predissociation is expected to set in at K ' = 0.
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In this manner, the dependence of the predissociation on v' and K '
can be accounted for qualitatively.

The quantitative calculation of the

overlap integrals has been made recently by Smith et al. 8 ) , but such a
calculation is only tentative for lack of the detailed informations about
the potential curves, especially of the 4 

68



state.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1

Intersections of the potential curves of the
the Hund’s case (b) coupling.

2 +

and 4 



states in

The rotational state of 2 

+

with

K ' splits into the two terms; F 1 (J '=K '+1/2) and F 2 (J '=K '1/2).
The rotational state of 4 



with K " splits into the four terms;

F 1 (J "=K "+3/2), F 2 (J "=K "+1/2), F 3 (J "=K "1/2) and
F 4 (J "=K "3/2) .

The nonzero perturbation occurs at the

dotted intersections, which lead to the additional selection rule
for the predissociation;  K = 1.
Fig. 2

The effective potential curves of the A 2 

+

and

4 

states of OH

for the different rotational quantum numbers; 0, 15, 22 and 30.
The horizontal lines indicate the vibrational-rotational levels of
the discrete A 2 

+

state.

The broken-line curves are the

vibrational eigenfunctions for the discrete level with v' = 1 and
K ' = 22 and for the continuous level of the 4 



state having the

same energy and the same rotational quantum number (only
qualitatively drawn).
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Fig. 1

Intersections of the potential curves of the 2  + and 4   states in
the Hund's case (b) coupling. The rotational state of 2  + with
K' splits into the two terms; F 1 (J '=K '+1/2) and F 2 (J '=K '1/2).
The rotational state of 4   with K " splits into the four terms;
F 1 (J "=K "+3/2), F 2 (J "=K "+1/2), F 3 (J "=K "1/2) and
F 4 (J "=K "3/2) . The nonzero perturbation occurs at the
dotted intersections, which lead to the additional selection rule
for the predissociation;  K = 1.
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Fig. 2

The effective potential curves of the A 2  + and 4   states of OH
for the different rotational quantum numbers; 0, 15, 22 and 30.
The horizontal lines indicate the vibrational-rotational levels of
the discrete A 2  + state.
The broken-line curves are the
vibrational eigenfunctions for the discrete level with v' = 1 and
K ' = 22 and for the continuous level of the 4   state having the
same energy and the same rotational quantum number (only
qualitatively drawn).
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APPENDIX B

CORRELATION DIAGRAMS FOR ELECTRONIC STATES OF H 2 O


AND POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACE OF THE B

1A

1

STATE

(1) Excited States of H 2 O
The H 2 O molecule in its ground state has the symmetry of C 2 v , as
shown in Fig.1(a).

Its electron configuration is represented by

(1a 1 ) 2 (2a 1 ) 2 (1b 2 ) 2 (3a 1 ) 2 (1b 1 ) 2


: X

1A

1.

(1)

The lower excited states are obtained by exciting an electron from either
the 1b 1 or 3a 1 orbital to the various higher Rydberg orbitals that arise
from ns, np, nd,... atomic orbitals (n3).

Because of the splitting of each

degenerate atomic orbital, for example, there are three Rydberg series for
np orbitals; that is, npa 1 , npb 1 and npb 2 .

In Fig.2, the observed and

calculated electronic states of H 2 O are plotted in an energy level diagram,
following Herzberg

1)

and Goddard et al.

2).

The vertical position of each

state corresponds to the vertical excitation energy in the equilibrium
conformation of the ground state, which is shown in Fig.1(a).

(2) Correlation Diagrams
The correlations related to the following dissociations;

and

z

H 2 O  O + H 2 ,

(2)

H 2 O  OH + H,

(3)
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will be examined on the basis of the symmetry properties, where the
necessary knowledge can be taken from the text by Herzberg

1).

The

dissociations (2) and (3) may be treated in the symmetries of C 2 v and C s ,
respectively, as shown in Figs.1(b) and (c).

In regard to such

dissociations, the correlations have been studied by many authors
This section is mainly dependent on the recent work by Tsurubuchi

25).

6).

The O + H 2 system builds up the following electronic states of H 2 O
in the symmetry of C 2 v .
O( 3 P g ) + H 2 (X 1  g + ) 

3A

2

+ 3B1 + 3B2,

O( 1 D g ) + H 2 (X 1  g + )  2 1 A 1 + 1 A 2 + 1 B 1 + 1 B 2 ,
(4)

O( 1 S g ) + H 2 (X 1  g + ) 

1A

1,

O( 3 S u ) + H 2 (X 1  g + ) 

3A

2,

O( 3 P g ) + H 2 (b 3  u + ) 

1,3,5A

1

+

1,3,5A

2

+

1,3,5B

1,

and so on.
The OH + H system correlates to the electronic states of H 2 O in the
symmetry of C s , as follows;
OH(X 2  )

+ H( 2 S) 

1 , 3 A'

OH(A 2  + ) + H( 2 S) 

1 , 3 A',

OH( 4   )

+ H( 2 S) 

3 , 5 A",

OH( 2   )

+ H( 2 S) 

1 , 3 A",

OH( 2  )

+ H( 2 S) 

1 , 3 A'

and so on.

+

+

1 , 3 A',

(5)

1 , 3 A",

On the other hand, the electronic states of H 2 O with the
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symmetry of C 2 v change their representations in the symmetry of C s , as
follows;

and

z

A1 , B2

 A',

A2 , B1

 A".

(6)

The assignments of the electronic states of H 2 O and their order are
presented in the energy level diagram of Fig.2.

The electronic states of

the fragment species; O, H and H 2 are well-known, and those of OH have
been studied experimentally 7 , 8 ) and theoretically 9 , 1 0 ) .

In addition, the

dissociation energy of H 2 O in the ground state is known as 5.12 eV for
OH(X 2  ) + H( 2 S)

1),

which leads to the dissociation energy of 4.98 eV for

O( 3 P) + H 2 (X 1  g + ).
As a result, the correlations for the dissociations (2) and (3) can be
derived according to the non-crossing rule 1 ) . The correlation diagrams for
singlet and triplet states of H 2 O are shown in Figs.3 and 4, respectively.
In the figures, a dotted horizontal line indicates such a dissociated
system that contains an anti-bonding state of OH or H 2 , and its vertical
position corresponds to a relevant fully-dissociated system; H + H + O.


(3) Potential Energy Surface of the B

1A


In the case of photon-impact, the X

1

1A

state
1

ground state of H 2 O can be

excited only to some of the singlet excited states;

1A

1,

1B

1

and

1B

2,

because of the spin selection rule of  S = 0 and the requirement for the
symmetry properties of the excited and ground states.
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The singlet state

 1 A 1 state of H 2 O at 9.7 eV, as
which correlates to OH(A 2  + ) is only the B
shown in Fig.3.


B

1A

1

In what follows, we will discuss the basic nature of the

state and refer to the theoretical potential energy surfaces

obtained by several authors 1 1 – 1 3 ) ,
Some lower-lying singlet states concerned have the following
electron configurations;

and

       (3a 1 ) 2 (1b 1 ) 2


: X

       (3a 1 ) 2 (1b 1 ) (4a 1 )

: 
A 1B1 ,

       (3a 1 ) 2 (1b 1 ) (2b 2 )

:

1A

1A

2

1

,

       (3a 1 ) (1b 1 ) 2 (4a 1 )

 1A1 ,
: B

       (3a 1 ) (1b 1 ) 2 (2b 2 )

:

1B

2

(7)

,

,

where the 4a 1 and 2b 2 orbitals are equivalent to the 3sa 1 and 3pb 2
orbitals, respectively.
Considerations of LCAO-MO suggest that the 3a 1 orbital is bonding,
the 1b 1 orbital non-bonding, and the 4a 1 and 2b 2 orbitals anti-bonding 1 ) .
The variations of orbital energies in going from a bent (bond angle HOH
= 60) to a linear conformation (HOH = 180) are shown in the so-called
Walsh diagram of Fig. 5

12).

According to the Walsh diagram, the 3a 1 orbital favors a bent
conformation, while the 4a 1 orbital favors the linear conformation.

 1 A 1 state may be most stable in the linear conformation.
B

Then,

Besides, the

 1 A 1 state will be unstable, because the 3a 1 and 4a 1 orbitalsare bonding
B
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and anti-bonding, respectively.


from X

1A


to B

1

1A

1

Therefore, the H 2 O molecule excited

is expected to split into certain fragments, while

opening its bond angle largely.
The correlation diagrams between H 2 O and OH + H in the symmetry
of C

s

have been presented in Figs.3 and 4.

linear conformation with the C

v

On the other hand, in the

symmetry, the correlations must be re-

examined as follows.
The

singlet

electronic

states

of

H2O

take

the

following

representations and electron configurations in the symmetry of D  h shown
in Fig.1 (d);


X

1A


A 1B1
1A

2

,

 (1  g ) 2 (2  g ) 2 (1  u ) 2 (1  u ) 4

1

: 1g+ ,

 1 A 1 
B

         (1  u ) 3 (3  g ) : 1  u ,



         (1  u ) 3 (2  u ) : 1  g ,

1B

2

and so on, where the correspondence of a C
presented in Fig.5.

2v

(8)

orbital to a D  h orbital is

Using the Walsh diagram of Fig.5, the dependence

of energy upon the bond angle HOH can be schematically drawn for
some singlet states, as shown in Fig.6(a).
The OH + H system builds up the following electronic states of H 2 O
in the symmetry of C  v ;
OH(X 2  )
OH(A

2 +)

+ H( 2 S)
+

H( 2 S)



1,3



1,3 +

,

(9)

,

and so on. Then, the correlations in the linear conformation can be
derived, as shown on the right side of Fig.6(a).
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The X

1A

1

 1A1
and B

states correlate to OH(A 2  + ) + H( 2 S) and OH (X 2  z ) + H( 2 S), respectively,
where the potential crossing is allowed.
However, the crossing must be avoided in the bent conformation
with the C
1A

1

s


symmetry, as shown in Fig.3, because both the X

states become the same representation


potential surfaces of the X

1A

1

1 A'.

1A

1


and B

In other words, the

 1 A 1 states do intersect in the linear
and B

conformation, but repel each other in the bent conformation.

Therefore,

 1 A 1 surface for a certain bond angle different
the cross-section of the B
from 180 will exhibit a minimum at a moderately large distance between
H and OH, as shown in Fig.6(b).

Such a situation is known as a “conical


If the B

intersection” of two potential surfaces z 1 ) .

1A

1

state is most

stable in the linear conformation as suggested above, the potential


surface of the B

1A

1

state will exhibit a conical potential valley, whose

apex corresponds to the crossing point in the linear conformation.


The potential surface of the B

1A

1

state has been theoretically

calculated by Horsley et al. 1 1 ) and Claydon et al. 1 2 ) .

However, their

results do not possess such a basic nature as above mentioned, and also
they have not brought any sufficient informations about the mechanism of
the abnormal rotation of OH (A z 2  z + ) split from H 2 O by the Lyman 
photon-impact.
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Recently, the theoretical calculation consistent with the above
considerations has been made by Flouquet et al. 1 3 ) in the "ab initio"
LCAO-MO-SCF-CI method.
lines in Fig.7.

Their result is drawn by means of contour

In this calculation, the internuclear distance of the

remaining OH is fixed at the equilibrium distance of the ground state of
H 2 O,

because

the

latter

is

almost

internuclear distance of OH(A 2  + ).

equivalent

to

the

equilibrium

As expected, this potential surface

possesses the conical potential valley, whose apex lies at the distance
between H and OH of about 1.5 Å in the linear conformation.

This

surface is probably appropriate to account for the abnormal rotation of
OH(A 2  + ), as discussed in the section (4) of Part II.

In addition, this

surface suggests that discrete vibrational states may exist even in the
Franck-Condon region.

This fact may account for the long progression

bands extending from  1411 to 1256 with the spacing of about 800 cm – 1
observed in the absorption spectrum 1 4 ) , which is ascribed by Herzberg 1 ) to

 1 A 1 ).
the bending vibration of H 2 O( B
As a result, the conical intersection dominates the potential energy

 1 A 1 state for the dissociation into OH(A 2  + ) + H( 2 S).
surface of the B
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Figure Captions

Fig.1

Various conformations of H 2 O and their symmetries.


(a) The equilibrium conformation of the X

1A

1

ground state

with the symmetry of C 2 v .
(b) The conformation for the dissociation O + H 2 in the
symmetry of C 2 v .
(c) The conformation for the dissociation OH + H in the
symmetry of C s .
(d) The linear conformations with the symmetries of C  v and
Dh
Fig. 2

Energy level diagram for the electronic states of H 2 O in the


equilibrium conformation of the X

1A

1

ground state.

These

states belong to the Rydberg series obtained by exciting an
electron from either the 1b 1 or 3a 1 orbital to various higher
orbitals.

The states indicated by the dashed-lines have not

been observed and their positions are drawn according to the
theoretical calculation
Fig.3

2).

Correlation diagram for the singlet states of H 2 O and fragment
species.

H 2 O correlates to the O + H 2 and OH + H systems in

the symmetries of C 2 v and C s , respectively.

Along the central

axis, some singlet states of H 2 O are indicated at the positions of
their vertical energies given in Fig.2.
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Fig.4

Correlation diagram for the triplet states of H 2 O and fragment
species.

H 2 O correlates to the O + H 2 and OH + H systems in

the symmetries of C 2 v and C s , respectively.

Along the central

axis, some triplet states of H 2 O are indicated at the positions of
their vertical energies given in Fig.2.
Fig.5

Walsh diagram for the molecular orbitals of H 2 O

12).

The

variation of orbital energies in going from a bent (HOH = 60)
to a linear conformation (HOH = 180) is shown, where the
internuclear distance is fixed at the equilibrium distance (see
Fig.1(a)).

The correlations between the orbitals with the

symmetries of C 2 v (bent) and D  h (linear) are also shown.

The

4a 1 and 2b 2 orbitals are identical with the 3sa 1 and 3pb 2 orbitals


in Fig.2, respectively, and they are unoccupied in the X

1A

1

ground state.
Fig.6

The correlation diagrams predicting the potential energy surface

 1 A 1 ) for the dissociation OH (A 2  + ) + H ( 2 S) .
of H 2 O ( B
(a) The correlation in the linear conformation (HOH = 180)
with the symmetry of C  v shown in Fig. 1 (d).
(b) The correlation in the bent conformation with the symmetry
of C

s

shown in Fig.1 (c).

The left-hand side of each figure shows such a dependence of
energy upon the bond angle HOH that is expected from the
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molecular orbital consideration.

The potential energy surface of

 1 A 1 state is expected to possess a conical valley, whose
the B
apex lies a moderately large distance between H and OH in the
linear conformation.
Fig.7

The contour map of the theoretical potential energy surface of

 1 A 1 ) for the dissociation OH(A 2  + ) + H( 2 S) obtained by
H2O ( B
Flouquet et al.

13).

The contour interval is 0.27 eV.

This

surface exhibits such a conical potential valley as predicted in
Fig. 6.
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Fig.1

Various conformations of H 2 O and their symmetries.
 1 A 1 ground state
(a) The equilibrium conformation of the X
with the symmetry of C 2 v .
(b) The conformation for the dissociation O + H 2 in the
symmetry of C 2 v .
(c) The conformation for the dissociation OH + H in the
symmetry of C s .
(d) The linear conformations with the symmetries of C  v and
Dh
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Fig. 2

Energy level diagram for the electronic states of H 2 O in the
 1 A 1 ground state. These
equilibrium conformation of the X
states belong to the Rydberg series obtained by exciting an
electron from either the 1b 1 or 3a 1 orbital to various higher
orbitals. The states indicated by the dashed-lines have not
been observed and their positions are drawn according to the
theoretical calculation 2 ) .
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Fig.3

Correlation diagram for the singlet states of H 2 O and fragment
species.
H 2 O correlates to the O + H 2 and OH + H systems in
the symmetries of C 2 v and C s , respectively. Along the central
axis, some singlet states of H 2 O are indicated at the positions of
their vertical energies given in Fig.2.
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Fig.4

Correlation diagram for the triplet states of H 2 O and fragment
species.
H 2 O correlates to the O + H 2 and OH + H systems in
the symmetries of C 2 v and C s , respectively. Along the central
axis, some triplet states of H 2 O are indicated at the positions of
their vertical energies given in Fig.2.
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Fig.5

Walsh diagram for the molecular orbitals of H 2 O 1 2 ) . The
variation of orbital energies in going from a bent (HOH = 60 )
to a linear conformation (HOH = 180 ) is shown, where the
internuclear distance is fixed at the equilibrium distance (see
Fig.1(a)). The correlations between the orbitals with the
symmetries of C 2 v (bent) and D  h (linear) are also shown.
The
4a 1 and 2b 2 orbitals are identical with the 3sa 1 and 3pb 2 orbitals
 1A1
in Fig.2, respectively, and they are unoccupied in the X
ground state.
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Fig.6

The correlation diagrams predicting the potential energy surface
 1 A 1 ) for the dissociation OH (A 2  + ) + H ( 2 S) .
of H 2 O( B
(a) The correlation in the linear conformation (HOH = 180)
with the symmetry of C  v shown in Fig. 1 (d).
(b) The correlation in the bent conformation with the symmetry
of C s shown in Fig.1 (c).
The left-hand side of each figure shows such a dependence of
energy upon the bond angle HOH that is expected from the
molecular orbital consideration. The potential energy surface of
 1 A 1 state is expected to possess a conical valley, whose
the B
apex lies a moderately large distance between H and OH in the
linear conformation.
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Fig.7

The contour map of the theoretical potential energy surface of
 1 A 1 ) for the dissociation OH(A 2  + ) + H( 2 S) obtained by
H 2 O( B
Flouquet et al. 1 3 ) .
The contour interval is 0.27 eV. This
surface exhibits such a conical potential valley as predicted in
Fig. 6.
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